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Cohabitation   

 

1. Is it only ‘marriage’ that is able to provide a life-long union in body, mind and spirit? 

2. NO  

3. Co-habitation can provide a life-long union in body and mind & spirit for heterosexual 

couples and for same-sex couples.  

4. Civil partnerships can also provide life-long union.  

5. Neither marriage nor cohabitation nor civil partnership can guarantee life-long union.   

6. In some countries other than the UK, not limited to UK eg India/African countries greater 

family will fend for children.   

7. We should not have a legalistic view of marriage – should have an emotional context.  

“Commitment” is the main thing.  It is unfortunate that “marriage” is used both for Christian 

and civil marriages.  (Scripture is contradictory on this.  Our reason says that getting married 

is no guarantee of a life-long union in body, mind and spirit – it is an ideal to strive for.  

Tradition – Equally contradictory. Our Experience:  is that all you can hope for is that you do 

your bests.  Things can go wrong.  People without that commitment in front of God may do 

better than those who do (ed:  don’t?). )      

8. If ‘co-habitation’ is a sin, surely the marriage stops it being a sin.  Co-habitation is also a 

period of time to make a true assessment of the partner’s principles and behaviour.  

9. 2006 Act removed legal protection for co-habiting couples and subsequent changes in law 

are not thought out. (SCRIPTURE  Lots of examples of co-habitation eg Ruth in S.  There are 

double standards for males and females.  REASON  Should recognise the move to a “better” 

arrangement.  TRADITION:   Co- is marriage but lacks public declaration.  OUR EXPERIENCE: :   

legal protection required for wife and children.  Cohabitation is often less secure that formal 

marriage.)     

10. The Minister would listen and reason with grandmother. (SCRIPTURE comes out of different 

cultural background.  Jesus demonstrates openness to all.   REASON would apply to 

situations to talk over difficulty.  OUR EXPERIENCE: :  The Minister would try to  help the 

grandmother to set her feelings against God’s love which is offered to all.)  

11. You have to acknowledge sensitivity to both parties .  Were there other situations?  ( 

SCRIPTURE The Birth of Jesus narrative.  REASON  There are many examples in the Bible.  

TRADITION:   Local  OUR EXPERIENCE: :  Love makes all relationships work. )  

12. No problem with it.  Marriage is a choice to make a self-conscious, committed, public 

declaration.  A positive statement from the MC on the value of co-habitation would be 

helpful.  ( SCRIPTURE Love of God for all.  Jesus was born out of wedlock.  Marriage equated 

to having sexual relations.  Jesus had no hang ups about sexuality. (Eg woman at well, 

prostitutes etc)   REASON  why judge or condemn a loving relationship.   TRADITION:   

radically evolving and it needs to continue.  Marriage as we know it (for love) is recent addn.   
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OUR EXPERIENCE: :   Why don’t we have young people in our churches.  They are well put off 

by such attitudes. )   

13. SCRIPTURE  Baptism is relationship between child and God – not really anything to do with 

parent’s relationship to each other.  Biblical model not for marriage.  REASON  If you are 

looking for a “model” there is not one!  TRADITION:   What builds you?  Putting relationships 

in context of wider family and social connections especially in relation to the child.  OUR 

EXPERIENCE: :   Marriage can actually change / spoil a long standing relationship.  Marriage 

“binds”  a rocky relationship  because of the public commitment that has been made.   

14. Marriage is security for the child.  Jesus welcomed & blessed all children.  Promises made 

need to commitment to bring up in Christian home and values.  

15. Scripture – covenant relationship – need for commitment.  Conversation required – come 

alongside – open.  Legalistic, relative to contract (of commitment) . 

16. No stigmatisation of people who decide to cohabit.  Children should be baptised if parents 

wish it.   

17. Think this is a question about baptism and is misleading because we would baptise the child.  

Why do they want the child baptised – so a conversation regarding the couple’s 

commitment to each other would be important.  Including a conversation about being 

brought up with access to Christian Church.  If they are committed and have a child why not 

is married?  

18. Avoid being judgemental.  Be welcoming.  Is this an environment conducive to the child’s 

development?   Baptismal promises – can they be kept?  Church Support?  Wider family 

support for parents and child.   (SCRIPTURE Open to interpretation and mis-interpretation.  

REASON  No rational reason not to co-habit but externally visible commitment can 

strengthen relationships.  TRADITION:   Co-habitation historically frowned on – accepted in 

younger generation – trial period – frequently precursor to marriage.   OUR EXPERIENCE: :   

Co-habitation can be good or bad.  

19. Reactions – welcome response ‘test’ depending on the circumstance their commitment. Is 

the congregational response in many instances meaningless.  Relationships with the church 

make a big difference as to how much the church subsequently has any further involvement 

where the family become dysfunctional.  What is the subsequent role of god-parents – a 

mere formality?  

20. SCRIPTURE  Suffer the little children to come unto me’  Jesus wasn’t interested whether the 

parents were married or not.  REASON  Shouldn’t be judgemental about anybody – 

everybody has their own point of view.  Everybody should be embraced in the love of God.   

TRADITION:    Parents should be Christians / church goers.  OUR EXPERIENCE: :   that if the 

child is baptised there will be a link with the family. 

21. Our Experience:  this is already happening in most of our churches.  We feel that baptising 

children of cohabiting (but unmarried couples) is a positive act of love care and mission. . 

22. Nothing wrong with it in certain circumstances.  If such a couple ask for their child to be 

baptised then we should rejoice.  
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23. We should not judge but encourage their Christian beliefs.  Opportunity to discuss the 

reasoning for marriage.  

24. We would offer baptism but be sensitive to all views in the congregation. . 

25. Happy that couple want the see child baptised -  a pastoral opportunity?  Cannot refuse 

“suffer the children to come unto me and forbid them not”  

26. Being married does not make you better parents.  What would be the reasons for having the 

child baptised.  

27. Can they articulate why they want their child to be baptised?  Opportunity for movement to 

another place.  Is it a progressive understanding (Marriage & Co-habitiaton_   Unsure about 

what position the church corporate is able/should judge.  

28. Assumption of being “married”  Only marriage –no – possible without marriage.  A stable 

relationship.  

29. We must not judge others.  Acceptance and love.   Inclusivity of all whatever the situation.  

Social context family group.  Society has changed its attitude.  

30. SCRIPTURE  There are different models of relationships.  REASON No guarantee of a healthy 

union in marriage.  TRADITION:   Scottish tradition would have been to co-habit.  OUR 

EXPERIENCE: :   Culturally the norm can be to co-habit outside of the constitution of 

marriage.  Marriage is a social construct over many religions.  Within Christianity there are 

many different elements of marriage.  

31. We should not judge the couple, we should not block the baptism.  We should welcome the 

child into God’s family.  We should encourage the motivation of the parents.  

32. Could never refuse a child’s baptism because of parents (sins of the father)  Refusal of 

baptism  can lead t a lifelong feeling of rejection and shame.  Could ask why parents aren’t 

married and are those reasons mutual or are they from a place of power and control?  The 

Methodist Church does not baptise children on the basis of their parent & their promises.  

Are parents being pressured to conform to baptism by other family members / friends.  

33. Think it is really good that they would like their child baptised.  Feel it’s an opportunity to 

open the door and welcome them in.  All are welcome.   ( SCRIPTURE  Suffer..   Reason:  

Welcome everyone.  We are not called judge.  TRADITION:  This is why we are discussing 

this.  Time changes … can’t stand still.     OUR EXPERIENCE: :   God’s love is for everyone.  He 

welcomes all.   

34. SCRIPTURE Grace of God in Baptism – welcome children.  Adam & Eve – no wedding 

ceremony.   REASON Open t parents view of marriage.  Cohabitation and common law 

marriage.   TRADITION:   traditionally unusual for parents to be married.   OUR EXPERIENCE: :   

Family members.  Maturing / broadening / horizons with age / experience / personal 

relationships.   

35. Co-habituation maybe e a life-long union of body mind and spirit – commitment.  

36. Co-habititing couple bring child for baptism.  Pastoral situation – enquire as to the reason for 

request and expected outcome.  Make family welcome – involve in other areas of church 

and gently guide . 

37. Paul ‘it is better to be married than burn’   Jesus the woman at the well.    
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38. Preferred action is marriage but we wouldn’t ban cohabitees from church.   SCRIPTURE Co-

habiting is in the OT;  REASON Having a wedding is so expensive.  Easier to walk away.  

TRADITION:   Looking at people who co-habit askance as if a result of our Christian and world 

view.  OUR EXPERIENCE: :   It can eventually lead to a public commitment in many cases.  

39. Sexual relations make the couple ‘one’ whether married on not outside of betrothal.  Joseph 

was embarrassed to put Mary who was pregnant away.  So sex outside of marriage is a no 

no.  

40. SCRIPTURE There could be a precedent in biblical betrothal.  REASON Contraception has 

fundamentally changed the issue for men and women.  TRADITION:   Cohabitation shouldn’t 

be confused with promiscuity.  Turning a blind eye has been a poor way to deal with the 

issues – possibly  even damaging.  OUR EXPERIENCE: :   Can be a trial period which takes 

marriage very seriously.   

41. Does the Methodist Church need to state a position on co-habitation.   SCRIPTURE  Examples 

of co-habitation as a norm. Jesus was born out of wedlock.  Was engagement of Mary & 

Josepha prelude to marriage.  REASON  God is love.  Church should support loving 

relationships.  TRADITION:  Traditions keep changing.  Stability for children.  OUR 

EXPERIENCE: :  Revisit definition of co-habitation.  All kinds of circumstances in which people 

live in same home – community.   

42. SCRIPTURE Unclear; contradictory; Confused.  REASON  No  TRADITION:  Fast changing 

culture makes tradition less directly applicable.   OUR EXPERIENCE: :   Provides evidence for 

revisiting (?) the question.  

43. If Lifelong union of BMS why need for marriage.  Church at forefront of expounding.  More 

discussion about union of BMS.    Only one way to be ‘a’ life-long relationship (?).  REASON  

Conflict of law with scripture.  TRADITION:  ?  OUR EXPERIENCE: :   All 3 children co-habited.  

Church hypocritical.  

44. Can the church produce supportive pastoral guidance around co-habitation?  REASON 

Minimal legal protection.  TRADITION:   Not a new phenomenon.  

45. As long as it is a committed loving relationship – not an open relationship.  Welcome all who 

come.   TRADITION:   Whosoever will may  come.    

46. Need to look at both straight and gay relationships here. One size does not/should not fit all.   

SCRIPTURE  Just the story of the woman at the well.  REASON  Making sure that children are 

the priority if either co-habiting or married couples split but the relationship status per se is 

not that should dictate how we relate to them.  TRADITION:   It has become social practice 

now not to marry – the most important thing is that children are loved.  OUR EXPERIENCE: :   

There are many people who are terrific examples of commitment to one another and their 

families and it would be wrong if they were vilified for not being  married. g 

47. OUR EXPERIENCE: :   Not really wanted it to happen, but it did.  Pragmatic approach taken.  

Did not want to create a rift in the family.  Church’s ‘opinions’ do not seem to matter to 

younger generation cf older generation.  Better birth control made it easier to have a 

relationship with a gradual  changing of thinking / culture.  Peer pressure contributing to co-

habitation.  
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48. We accept that couples co-habit but perhaps we need to show them more support.   

REASON Legally is beneficial to marry.  OUR EXPERIENCE: :   Commitment to one another but 

lacking in fiancés to show recognition in a ‘party.’  

49. This sort of baptism has happened in x MC many times. The reason Jesus said Suffer Little 

Children unto me and the   church shows children love.  

 

Individual Responses  

50. Looking back, I can see that my connection with God and our church has certainly grown 

since we married.  He continues to bless us and we take strength from him knowing that we 

live as he wanted us to.  But would that have happened anyway without the piece of paper?  

It might have done.  I’m not sure.  Can people live together or be in a civil partnership which 

has not been blessed by God and have a life-long union in body, mind and spirit.  They 

probably can.  But it that what God calls the Methodist people to do?  I’m not sure about 

that.   ( SCRIPTURE 1 Corinthians 7 1-40.  It’s good to be celibate, but most people can’t be, 

so it is better to marry rather than ‘burn with passion.’  REASON I have unmarried friends 

who have together for 30 years and have 4 children, all living in harmony but not believers in 

God or any church.  They are united in body, and mind Spirit?  Is that another name for love 

in this instance?  There is logically no reason marriage is the only place where a life-long 

union in body, mind and spirit can be provided.  It’s just a piece of paper.  Isn’t it?   

TRADITION:  The church as recommended marriage to those called to it and see co-

habitation as sinful.  OUR EXPERIENCE: :   I lived with my (now) husband for ten years before 

we married.  Not through any expectation that we were footloose and fancy free, having had 

four children, but merely because we just didn’t get around to it.  I am divorced and he had 

never married.  We did not feel a rush to do so and four years on, in reality, hat has made 

very littler difference to our lives, apart from an extra date to remember. W e chose to 

eventually marry for no particular reason, mostly because it would b legally easier when one 

of us dies.  Most people in church through we already were married. )  


